Using PAC nested deletions to order contigs and microsatellite markers at the high repetitive sequence containing Npr3 gene locus.
Highly polymorphic di- and tetranucleotide repeats in and around Npr3, a potential candidate gene for hypertension, have been identified using a novel approach. Because this chromosomal site is rich in repetitive DNA and difficult to sequence, P1 artificial chromosomes were retrofitted with a loxP transposon to map the gene sequence within a clone using a series of nested deletions. Sequences from ends of deletions 1-3 kb apart identified a (CA)(20) and a (TA)(18)-(CA)(8) repeat 8 kb upstream and within an intron of Npr3, respectively. DNA from 17 individuals was analyzed for length polymorphisms in these and eight additional repeats identified in 200 kb of working draft sequence from this region in GenBank. The sequence contigs and microsatellite repeats from GenBank were ordered using the P1-derived artificial chromosome deletion series. Several of these repeats were found to vary considerably in length in the set of genomic DNA tested. Since this site in chromosome 5p has recently been implicated in disease in studies with genetically hypertensive rats, the microsatellite markers reported here will be useful for genetic analysis and may even be implicated in the disease process in humans. We discuss how these types of data are useful for interpreting draft DNA sequence coming out of the genome projects, and the utility of deletion clones as a resource for ordering contigs and gap filling.